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 Abstract This paper identifies a family of scoring rules that are robust against
 coalitional manipulations that result in inefficient outcomes. We discuss the
 robustness of a number of Condorcet consistent and "point runoff voting
 rules against such inefficient manipulation and classify voting rules according
 to their potential vulnerability to inefficient manipulation.

 1 Introduction

 It is well known that with sincere voting, some voting rules might select a
 Pareto dominated alternative. For example, under either Approval Voting1 or
 the "vote for t candidates" rule with t > I,2 if the choice set is restricted to
 be a singleton, then the application of a neutral tie-breaking rule among the

 1 For an extensive discussion on Approval Voting, see Brams and Fishburn (1978) and Fishburn
 (1978).

 2 Under the vote for t candidates rule every voter assigns one point to t out of the k candidates
 and zero points to the remaining k-t candidates. The candidate with the largest number of points is
 selected (see Baharad and Nitzan 2005).
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 56 E. Baharad, Z. Neeman

 "qualified" alternatives might result in the selection of a Pareto dominated alter-
 native. In contrast, some other voting rules such as plurality rule and Borda rule
 never admit a Pareto dominated alternative under sincere voting. The purpose
 of this study is to examine which voting rules ensure that a Pareto dominated
 alternative cannot be chosen also when voters behave strategically, and try to
 manipulate the voting rule in their favor.
 Indeed, a priori, it is not clear that a manipulation that results in a Pareto
 inferior outcome is necessarily unattractive to coalitions of agents. For example,
 suppose that a group of agents have to choose one of four alternatives 0, ¿, c,
 and d. Suppose that all the agents strictly prefer alternative a to &, and that
 agent l's preferences are such that she prefers a to &, b to c, and c to d. Suppose
 further that alternative c is selected by some voting rule. It may be the case that
 agent 1 cannot manipulate the voting rule so that alternative a is chosen instead
 of c, but she may be able to manipulate so that alternative &, which she prefers
 but is Pareto dominated, is selected.
 We obtain the following main results. We show that a family of scoring
 rules, traditionally called "positional voting",3 are robust against coalitional
 manipulation that results in Pareto inefficient outcomes. Thus, positional vot-
 ing rules guarantee Pareto efficient outcomes, regardless whether manipulation
 is attempted or not. We also show that two Condorcet consistent rules, the
 Copeland and Black mechanisms, are robust against inefficient manipulation.
 (Counter-) examples showing that other "reasonable" voting rules are subject to
 such inefficient manipulation are provided. In particular, we show that plurality
 rule, which is a non-positional scoring rule, and two Condorcet consistent voting
 rules, namely Simpson rule and the top cycle rule, are susceptible to inefficient
 manipulation. A classification of voting rules according to their vulnerability to
 inefficient manipulation is presented in Sect. 6 below.
 Our result thus mitigates previous results that suggested that scoring rules
 are highly manipulable.4 It highlights the need to refine the notion of robustness
 against manipulation to allow for a consideration of the type of manipulation
 that is attempted. Not all manipulations are equally undesirable from the per-
 spective of the maximization of social welfare. Some manipulations reduce
 aggregate social welfare, while others only affect the distribution of surplus.
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The general setting is presented
 in the next section. The result that positional voting rules are robust against
 inefficient manipulation appears in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we characterize the set
 of tie-breaking rules that might make plurality rule susceptible to inefficient
 manipulation. The manipulation of Condorcet consistent rules is discussed in
 Sect. 5. Finally, in Sect. 6, we examine the dimension of the space in which ineffi-
 cient manipulation may occur, which allows us to distinguish among voting rules
 according to their vulnerability to inefficient manipulation.

 3 See Riker (1982).

 4 See Nitzan et al. (1980), Nitzan (1985), Saari (1990a), Lepelley and Mbih (1994), Smith (1999),
 and Lepelley and Valognes (2003).
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 Robustness against inefficient manipulation 57

 2 Assumptions and general setting

 We employ the following notation. Let N=l,...,n denote a finite set of agents,
 and A denote a finite set consisting of k distinct alternatives (candidates). The
 preference relation of agent i, i e N9 is denoted by L,-. Preferences are repre-
 sented by linear orderings. That is they are assumed to be complete, transitive,
 and asymmetric- agents are never indifferent between any two alternatives.
 The space of linear orderings over the set of alternatives A is denoted by L.
 Denote the utility that agent / € N derives from the selection of alternative
 a e A by u* ( a) e Sft. We assume that the agents are expected utility max-
 imizers. That is, the utility that agent i e N derives from a lottery in which
 alternative a¡ e A is selected with probability pj >0, X/€{i k)Pj = 1> *s given
 hyXje{l,...,k}Pjui(aj)-

 A voting rule is a mapping V : Ln -► 2A '0 from the space of linear orderings
 of the agents into a nonempty subset of alternatives. Sometimes, the objective is
 to select a unique alternative, in which case a tie breaking rule has to be applied
 in order to pick just one of the alternatives that were chosen by the voting rule.
 A tie breaking rule is said to be neutral if a permutation of the names of the
 alternatives leads to the corresponding permutation of the name of the chosen
 alternative. A tie breaking rule is said to be anonymous if a permutation of the
 names of the agents does not affect the choice made by the voting rule. Neutral-
 ity thus imposes symmetry among the alternatives, while anonymity imposes
 symmetry among the agents.
 We make the assumption that the agents' preferences are common knowl-

 edge. This assumption obviously facilitates manipulation. The study of manipu-
 lation under incomplete information is considerably more difficult and is beyond
 the scope of this paper.

 3 Positional voting rules are robust against inefficient manipulation

 We show that positional voting rules are robust against inefficient manipulation
 by a coalition of rational agents. We begin by defining the more general family
 of scoring rules5.

 Definition Fix a non-decreasing sequence of real numbers S' < S2 < • • < S^,
 such that S' < Sjç. Suppose that each agent ranks the alternatives, giving a score
 ofS' to the alternative that is ranked last, a score of Si to the alternative that is
 ranked next to last, and so on. A scoring rule is a rule that selects the alternative
 that received the highest total score (see, e.g., Moulin 1988, p. 231). In case several
 alternatives all received the highest total score, an arbitrary tie breaking rule may

 5 Scoring rules are vulnerable to some other "paradoxes" of voting. See, for example, Fishburn
 (1974a), Nurmi (1999), and Saari (2000).
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 58 E. Baharad, Z. Neeman

 be used to determine the selected alternative from among those that received the
 highest total scored

 Definition A Positional Voting Rule is a special scoring rule, in which the
 sequence of scores S', 52, . . . , Sk is strictly increasing.1

 Proposition 1 Suppose that all agents are rational- among several possible
 manipulations, they always use the one that maximizes their expected utility under
 the assumption that all other agents report truthfully. Then, a manipulation by a
 coalition of agents that results in the selection of a Pareto inferior alternative is
 impossible under any positional voting rule.

 Proof Fix a profile of utility functions u el/1 . For every agent i e N9 let
 suì(a) : A h+ {Si, . . . , S*}, denote the sincere score given by agent i with utility
 ul to the alternative a e A.

 For any two different alternatives a,beA, and a (non empty) coalition of
 agents Mç. N9 let

 D^f(a,b) = ^(su^a)-sui(b))
 ieM

 denote the difference between the total score of alternatives a and b for the

 agents in the coalition M .
 Suppose that alternative a Pareto dominates alternative b. That is, sui(a) >

 sui(b) for every agent i. It follows that,

 Djf(a9b)>0

 for every non empty coalition Afe N.
 Suppose that some alternative c is receiving the highest total score, and that

 every member in some non empty coalition of agents, Afe N, prefers alternative
 a to b to c. Otherwise, the coalition would surely not want to manipulate in favor
 of b against c. Our assumption about the rationality of the agents implies that
 we may assume that the coalition M cannot manipulate such that alternative a
 is selected instead of alternative c. (If the coalition's members could manipulate
 in favor of alternative a in such a way, they would, but this would not result
 in a Pareto inferior alternative being chosen with a positive probability.) If the
 coalition consists of 1< m< n agents, this implies that:

 D^M(c,a)>m(Sk-S1).

 6 Under the plurality rule Si = 0, 52 = 0, . . . , S¿-1 = 0 and S¿ = 1. On this rule see, e.g., Richelson
 (1978) and Ching (1996).

 7 A well known Positional Voting Rule is the Borda rule, where 5j = 0, 52 = 1, . . . , and Sk = k-1.
 On the Borda rule, see, e.g., Young (1974) and Saari (1990b).
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 Robustness against inefficient manipulation 59

 By definition of D,

 D^M(c,b) = D^M(c,a) + D^M(a,b) > m(Sk - S1).

 So the coalition M cannot manipulate so that alternative b is chosen with a
 positive probability either. D

 Proposition 1 requires that a scoring rule be increasing in order for it to be
 robust against inefficient manipulation. In the next section we show that the
 result of Proposition 1 cannot be extended to apply to all scoring rules. In fact, it
 can be shown that any scoring rule that is not strictly increasing may be subject
 to inefficient manipulation.8

 4 Inefficient manipulation of plurality rule

 In this section we show that a neutral tie-breaking rule ensures that the plurality
 rule cannot be inefficiently manipulated. As demonstrated in Example 2 below,
 this is not the case for some other non-increasing scoring rules.

 Proposition 2 Suppose that all agents are rational- among several possible
 manipulations, they always use the one that maximizes their expected utility under
 the assumption that all other agents report truthfully. Then, a manipulation by a
 coalition of agents that results in the selection of a Pareto inferior alternative is
 impossible under plurality rule with a neutral tie-breaking rule.

 Proof There are two ways in which an alternative can be selected by plurality
 rule: (i) as a clear "plurality winner" where a tie-breaking is not needed; and
 (ii) as one of the alternatives that is included among the set of winners that is
 selected by the tie breaking rule.
 In case (i), if a coalition of agents can manipulate such that a Pareto

 dominated alternative is selected directly without recourse to the tie break-
 ing rule, then it can obviously manipulate such that the Pareto dominating
 alternative will be selected as well. It therefore follows that a Pareto dominated

 alternative cannot be directly selected, without recourse to a tie breaking rule,
 by plurality rule.

 Consider now case (ii) where the alternative that is selected by plurality
 rule is selected by a tie breaking rule. Suppose that alternative k is dominated
 by alternative h. Suppose that 7 > 1 alternatives all receive the same largest

 8 Inspection of the proof of Proposition 1 reveals that if a scoring rule is not increasing, then
 it is possible that although alternative a Pareto dominates alternative b, D*f(a,b) = 0, and so

 D^M(c, b) = D^M{c, a) + D^M{a, b) = m(Sk -S^.A coalition M would obviously not manip-
 ulate in favor of alternative b if it can manipulate in favor of alternative a, as would be the case
 under a neutral tie breaking rule, but it may well manipulate in favor of the Pareto dominated
 alternative b if the tie breaking rule ranks alternative b above alternative c above alternative a. It
 should be emphasized that sometimes a coalition may manipulate in favor of a Pareto dominated
 alternative even when the tie breaking rule is neutral. See Example 4 below for an example.
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 60 E. Baharad, Z. Neeman

 number of votes. Denote the set of these alternatives by /. It follows that there
 are 7 types of agents whose most favorite alternative may be chosen by the
 tie breaking rule. If the tie breaking rule is neutral, then the expected utility
 of any such agent i is given by ul - l]Tfl eJ ul(aj). We show that no agent can
 benefit from manipulating in favor of alternative k. If all the agents report
 their preferences truthfully, then alternative k cannot be included in the set of
 most favorite alternatives / because k is Pareto dominated. The fact that we

 restricted our attention to case (ii) implies that an agent who manipulates in
 favor of alternative k can, at most, only bring to that alternative k is included in
 the set of most favorite alternatives /. Because the only way in which an agent
 can do that is at the expense of its own most favorite alternative, which as a
 consequence of such a manipulation will be taken out of the set /, a rational
 agent would not want to engage in such a manipulation. a

 As demonstrated by the next example, plurality rule can be inefficiently
 manipulated if it employs a non neutral tie-breaking rule.

 Example 1 Inefficient manipulation under plurality rule with a non-neutral tie-
 breaking rule.

 Let the set of alternatives be given by {a ,6, c,d}. There are three agents whose
 preferences are given by the linear orderings a>b^d>c,c>a>b>d,
 and d > c >- a >- è, respectively. Suppose that ties are decided according to
 the non-neutral priority rule: b > c > a > d. Note that alternative b is Pareto
 dominated by alternative a. If all the agents report their preferences truthfully,
 then plurality rule selects alternative c. The first agent may manipulate so that
 alternative b is chosen by reporting the preferences: b > a > d > c. This is
 the best manipulation that is available to agent 1: since she cannot bring to the
 selection of her first best alternative a, the best she can do is to ensure that her
 second most favorite alternative, b, is selected.

 The analysis extends to the case of plurality rule with runoff,9 which is for-
 mally defined as follows:

 Plurality with runoff: In the first round each voter casts a vote for one alterna-
 tive. If an alternative wins a strict majority of votes, then it is selected. Otherwise,
 a runoff by majority voting is called between the two alternatives that won the
 largest number of votes in the first round (see, e.g., Moulin 1988, p. 235). As in
 every other voting rule, ties are decided according to some tie breaking rule.

 Suppose that alternative a Pareto dominates alternative b. If alternative a
 does not qualify for the runoff, then alternative b surely cannot, even if manip-
 ulation is attempted (because the set of those who vote for b as their favorite
 alternative is included in the set of those who voted for a). If alternative a does
 qualify to the runoff but does not win (assuming a neutral tie breaking rule),
 then the same argument that was used in the proof of Proposition 2 implies that
 no one would want to manipulate in favor of alternative b. However, under

 9 For an analysis of scoring runoffs see Smith (1973) and Richelson (1980).
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 Robustness against inefficient manipulation 61

 a non-neutral tie-breaking rule the plurality rule with runoff could be vulner-
 able to inefficient manipulation.10 Clearly, other runoff mechanism could be
 constructed. For example, different scoring rule can be used in each round
 to sequentially eliminate the alternatives (see Richelson 1980). Such a runoff
 mechanism is robust to inefficient manipulation if a positional rule is used at
 each round.

 Finally, the next example shows that Proposition 1 cannot be generalized to
 the class of all scoring rules even if one restricts attention only to scoring rules
 with neutral tie-breaking rules:

 Example 2 Inefficient manipulation under a non increasing scoring rule with
 a neutral tie-breaking rule. Suppose that the set of alternatives is given by
 {a, ft, c, d, e) and that the scores are given by: S' = 0, 52 = 53 = 6, and 54 =
 55 = 10. Ties are decided according to a neutral tie-breaking rule. That is, in
 case several alternatives all received the highest total score, every such alter-
 native is selected with equal probability. There are 14 agents. The preferences
 of the first five agents are given by: c >- d >- a >- b > e' of the next five agents
 by: c > e >- a > b > d; and of the last four agents by: a >- e >- b >- d >- c. Note
 that alternative b is Pareto dominated by alternative a. If all the agents report
 their preferences truthfully, then alternatives a and c tie with a score of a 100
 each, and are each selected with probability '. Observe that the coalition of
 last four agents may manipulate so that alternatives a, c, and &, are chosen with

 a probability ' each, by reporting the preferences: a>b^e>d>c.

 5 Inefficient manipulation of condorcet consistent voting rules

 We consider four Condorcet consistent rules,11 Simpson rule, the Top Cycle
 Rule, Black rule, and Copeland rule.12 We show that while the former two are
 vulnerable to inefficient manipulation, the latter two are not.13

 Example 3 Inefficient manipulation of Simpson rule. Simpson rule selects the
 alternative that has the smallest number of agents against it in pairwise com-
 parisons with other alternatives. It is formally defined as follows:

 Simpson rule. For any two different alternatives a,beA, let N(a,b) denote the
 number of agents who prefer alternative a to b. The Simpson score of alter-
 native a is the minimum of N( a,b) over all b, 6/ a. The alternative with the

 10 The argument is similar to the one given in footnote 8.

 11 A rule is Condorcet consistent (see, e.g., Moulin 1988, p. 229) if it selects the Condorcet winner
 (an alternative that is preferred to every other alternative by a majority of the agents) when it
 exists. On Condorcet consistent functions see Fishburn (1977).

 12 On Black's Condorcet-consistent mechanism see Black (1958) and Fishburn (1973, 1974b, 1977).
 On Copeland rule see Fishburn (1973, 1977).

 13 Scoring rules are not Condorcet consistent, since there exists a preference profile in which the
 Condorcet winner is not selected by any scoring rule- see Fishburn (1973, 1984).
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 62 E. Baharad, Z. Neeman

 highest Simpson score, called the Simpson winner, is selected (see, e.g., Moulin
 1988, p. 233).

 In case several alternatives all received the highest Simpson score, every
 such alternative is selected with equal probability (that is a neutral tie-breaking
 rule).

 Let a,b, c,d e A. Suppose that the preferences of agents 1, 2, and 3 are given
 by d >- a >- c >- b,b >- d >- a >- c, and c > b >- d >- a, respectively. Note that
 alternative a is Pareto dominated by alternative d. It can be verified that if the
 agents all report their preferences truthfully, then alternatives ò, c, and d, are
 all chosen with an equal probability, and agent l's expected utility is given by:

 luHb) + ^uHc) + ^uHd).

 Agent 1 may increase her expected utility by reporting the preferences: a >-
 d >- c >- b. Such a manipulation results an expected utility of

 'u'a) 4 + 'u'b) 4 + 'u'c) 4 + 'u'd) 4 4 4 4 4

 for agent 1. If 3m1 (a) > u1 (b) + u1 (c) + u1 (d), then such manipulation increases
 agent l's expected utility. Observe that although the new outcome might be
 preferred by agent 1 to the previous one, it allows the choice of alternative a
 that is Pareto dominated by alternative d.
 Moreover, if a non-neutral tie-breaking rule is employed, then it is possible
 to construct an example in which the Pareto dominated alternative is chosen
 with probability one under some preference profiles. For example, suppose that
 ties are decided according to the following priority rule, a > b >- o d. Agents'
 preferences are the same as above. If the agents report their preferences truth-
 fully, alternative b is selected as the Simpson winner. As before, agent 1 may
 manipulate by reporting the preferences: a > d >- c >- b. Such a manipulation
 results in alternative a being selected.

 Example 4 Inefficient manipulation of the Top Cycle rule. The Top Cycle rule
 selects the alternative that is preferred by a majority of the agents to all other
 alternatives if such an alternative exists. If such a Condorcet winner does not

 exist, then the Top Cycle rule selects randomly from among the top-cycle (the
 transitive closure of majority rule). It is formally defined as follows:

 Top Cycle rule. For any two alternatives av, aw e A, let 0v>itöw ^ anc^ onty
 if there is an integer q and a sequence av = a',...,aq = aw, such that a¡ is
 preferred to «;+i by at least half of the agents for every ; € {1,..., q-1}. The
 Top Cycle is defined as the non empty set of maximal elements of >!T. That
 is, an alternative av belongs to the top cycle if and only if av>^aw for every
 alternative aw¿ av (see, e.g., Moulin 1988, p. 253). The Top Cycle rule selects
 each alternative in the top cycle with equal probability.
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 Robustness against inefficient manipulation 63

 Let a,b, c,d, e e A. Suppose that there are nine agents. The preferences of the
 first four agents are given by: a >- b >- d > c >- e' the preferences of the next
 three agents are given by: c >- b > e >- a > d' and the preferences of the last
 two agents are given by: e > a > c >- d > b. Note that alternative d is Pareto
 dominated by alternative a. If all the agents report their preferences truthfully,
 then the top cycle (a^jc^jb^je^ja) rule generates an expected utility of:

 'u'a) 4 + 'u'b) 4 + 'u'c) 4 + 'u'e) 4 4 4 4 4

 for the first four agents. The coalition of the first four agents can manipulate the
 outcome in its favor by reporting the preferences: a^d^b^c>e. In this
 case the top-cycle consists of alternatives a9b, c,d, and e, (a^jc^jd^jb^je^a)
 and therefore applying the top cycle rule generates an expected utility of:

 ^u'ä) + ^u¿(b) + ^u'c) + ^u'd) + ^u'é)

 for the first four agents. If 4ul(d) > ul(a) + ul(b) + ul(c) + ul(e) for every one
 of the first four agents, then these four agents increase their expected utility
 through this manipulation. Under this manipulation the Pareto inferior alter-
 native d is selected with a positive probability.
 As in the previous example, a non-neutral tie-breaking rule may lead to the
 selection of the Pareto dominated alternative with probability one under some
 preference profiles. Suppose that ties are decided according to the priority rule:
 d>e>ob>a. Suppose that the nine agents have the same preferences as
 before. With the new tie-breaking rule, if all the agents report their preferences
 truthfully, then alternative e is selected. The first four agents can manipulate as
 before and guarantee the choice of alternative d.

 Not every Condorcet consistent voting rule is vulnerable to inefficient manip-
 ulation. The Copeland rule, for example, which is defined as follows, is not.

 The Copeland rule. Compare candidate a with every other candidate x. Score
 +1 if a majority prefers a to x, -1 if a majority prefers x to a, and 0 if a and
 x tie. Summing up those scores over all x ^ a yields the Copeland score of a.
 The candidate with the highest Copeland score, called the Copeland winner, is
 elected (see Moulin 1988, p. 233).

 The Copeland rule is robust against inefficient manipulation; even if agents
 try to manipulate the outcome in their favor, a Pareto dominated alternative
 cannot be selected. The proof proceeds as follows. Suppose that alternative a
 dominates alternative ò, and the coalition of agents M has the following prefer-
 ences: x' > X2 > - - >■ x' > a > yi > y2 >- • • • >■ ym >- b > vi > V2 >■ • • • >- vn.
 Hence, the alternatives that are preferred to a by the coalition M are denoted by
 x' , . . . , jc/, the ones that are preferred to b and are inferior to a by y ' , . . . , ym , and

 those that are inferior to b by vi, . . . , v„. A coalition that wants to manipulate
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 64 E. Baharad, Z. Neeman

 in favor of alternative b can report either one of the two following preferences:
 (i)xi >- X2 >- • • • >- x' >- a > b >- y' > y2 > • • • >- y m >■ vi >- V2 >- • • • >■ vn or

 (ii) x1>

 • • • >- vn. (i) would not result in alternative b being selected among the winners,
 since every alternative defeated by b is defeated by a as well, and a defeats b.
 (ii) might result in b being qualified to the set of winners, but this implies that
 the coalition is powerful enough to manipulate in favor of alternative a, which
 Pareto dominates b. Note that such a coalition cannot be a majority coalition
 because a majority coalition can ensure the selection of its most favorable alter-
 native without performing any manipulation. It therefore follows that a Pareto
 dominated alternative b cannot be chosen by the Copeland rule.
 The reason that some Condorcet consistent rules might allow for inefficient
 manipulation is that a Pareto dominated alternative might be included in the
 choice set, and so might be chosen by the tie breaking rule that is employed
 by the voting rule. It therefore follows that Proposition 1 implies that if a Con-
 dorcet consistent rule employs a positional voting rule as a tie-breaking rule,
 then inefficient manipulation becomes impossible. Black's Condorcet consis-
 tent mechanism, which selects the Condorcet winner if it exists and otherwise
 selects the Borda winner, is an example for such a Condorcet consistent rule.

 6 The dimension of inefficient manipulation

 Suppose that there are k alternatives. Saari (1994) defines voting rules as map-
 pings from the set of rational points in the simplex S{ k') into the set of alter-
 natives. The set 5( kl) is defined as follows:

 Í k' Ì
 S(kl) = j x e Rkl : ^xt = 1, xt ^ 0 1

 where xt is the fraction of voters having preferences of type t (individual pref-
 erences are assumed to be linear orderings).
 Consider the subset Sa^ (k'/2) of the simplex S( k') in which alternative b
 is Pareto dominated by alternative a. The set Sa¿ (k!/2) has dimension y - 1.
 If the dimension of the subset of 5fl¿ (kl/2) on which inefficient manipulation

 is possible is strictly smaller than y - 1, then it follows that as the number of
 agents becomes large, the proportion of preference profiles that permit ineffi-
 cient manipulation, and hence also the conditional probability of inefficient
 manipulation, converges asymptotically to zero both under the assumptions
 of impartial culture and impartial anonymous culture (see Kuga and Nagatani
 1974; Gehrlein and Fishburn 1976; and Gehrlein 2002).
 We can thus distinguish among four classes of voting rules according to their
 susceptibility to inefficient manipulation as the number of agents becomes large
 as follows.
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 Robustness against inefficient manipulation 65

 1 . Voting rules that are robust against inefficient manipulation (e.g., Positional
 voting rules, Plurality rule with neutral tie breaking, Copeland and Black
 rules).

 2. Voting rules that are susceptible to inefficient manipulation on a set of
 dimension strictly smaller than y - 1. The proportion of preference profiles
 under which such rules are susceptible to inefficient manipulation decreases
 to zero as the number of agents becomes large.

 3. Voting rules that are susceptible to inefficient manipulation on a set of full
 dimension. The proportion of preference profiles under which such rules
 are susceptible to inefficient manipulation remains bounded away from
 zero as the number of agents becomes large.

 4. Voting rules that may generate Pareto inefficient outcome even without
 any manipulation.

 Propositions 1 and 2 imply that positional voting rules and plurality rule with
 a neutral tie breaking rule belong to class (1). As shown in Sect. 5, Copeland
 rule and Black rule also belong to this class. As explained in the introduction,
 Approval Voting and the "vote for t candidates" rule with t > 1, belong to class
 (4). The next two examples are of voting rules that belong to classes (2) and (3),
 respectively.

 Example 5 We show that for plurality rule with a non-neutral tie breaking rule

 inefficient manipulation occurs on a set of dimension y - 2. We illustrate the
 argument for the case where k = 5. Denote the five alternatives by a,b, cyd, e,
 respectively. Consider a profile x e Sfl¿ (kl/2) and a number 1/3 «x < 1/2 such
 that:

 A proportion a of the voters hold the preferences a^b>c>d>e (Group
 A); A proportion a of the voters hold the preferences c >- a >- b >- d > e (Group
 B); and a proportion 1 -2a of the voters hold the preferences d>a>b>~e>~c
 (Group C).

 Suppose that ties are determined according to the non-neutral rule b >
 c > a > e > d. Thus if all the voters report their preferences truthfully, then
 plurality rule selects alternative c. However, by reporting, say, the preference
 profile b >- a > c >- d > e, the coalition of agents in Group A can and would
 manipulate the outcome in favor of the Pareto dominated alternative b. By
 varying the preferences held by the voters in Group C it is possible to derive
 new independent profiles in which similar inefficient manipulation is possible.
 The voters in Group C may have any preferences that are different from the
 preferences held by the voters in Groups A and B subject to the following two
 qualifications:

 1. If the voters in Group C rank alternative a as the top one, which means that
 the Pareto dominant alternative a can be chosen without any manipulation,
 then the preferences of a proportion 1 - 2a of the voters in Group A need to
 be changed iod>a>b>e>c. Under this new profile of preferences, if
 voters report their preferences truthfully, then because of the tie-breaking
 rule, alternative c is selected. But (at least) the coalition that consists of all
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 the voters who originally belonged to Group A who now hold either the
 preferences a > b >- c >- d >- e or the preferences d>a^b^e>c can
 and would manipulate in favor of alternative b.

 2. If the voters in Group C rank alternative c as the top one, which means that
 the Pareto dominant alternative c can be chosen without any manipulation,
 then the preferences of a proportion 1 - 2a of the voters in Group B need to
 be changed to d^a^b>e>~c. Under this new profile of preferences, if
 voters report their preferences truthfully, then because of the tie-breaking
 rule, alternative c is selected. But (at least) the coalition that consists of
 voters in Group A can and would manipulate in favor of alternative b.

 It thus follows that there exist 5!/2 - 2 independent profiles, and by chang-
 ing 1/3 «x < 1/2, 51/2-2 dimensions of the set Sfl¿(5!/2) in which inefficient
 manipulation is possible.

 Example 6 We show that the Top Cycle rule permits inefficient manipulation
 on a subset of full measure in 5fl¿ (fc!/2). Consider the normalization of the pro-
 file of preferences described in Example 4 in the simplex Sfl¿(5!/2). Denote this
 profile by y. Consider a ball B of radius e around the profile /= (2/fe!, . . ., 2/k').
 For any profile x e B, the results of the pairwise comparisons between any two
 alternatives are close to zero except for the pair a and d because, by assumption,
 a Pareto dominates d. There exists a sufficiently small k such that inefficient
 manipulation is possible for every profile z = kx + (1 - k)y where x € B. This
 is because at the profile z, the comparison between any two alternatives except
 for a and d is determined by the results of the respective pairwise comparison
 for the profile y. It follows that inefficient manipulation is possible in an open
 ball of profiles in the simplex Sa¿(5l/2).
 For voting rules in class (2), using an adequate tie breaking rule (such as
 Borda rule) might eliminate inefficient manipulation altogether, as it indeed
 does for Plurality Rule. For voting rules in class (3), an appropriate tie breaking
 rule might also help make the rule less manipulable, but because the tie break-
 ing rule would have to be applied more frequently under such rules, this would
 come at the expense of changing the voting rule itself.
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